[Resection time and number of detected colorectal lymph nodes in resection specimens with carcinoma].
The number of identified lymph nodes (LNs) is an essential element in the pathologist's rapport on colorectal resection specimens with carcinoma (CRSC). A considerable number of papers discuss the acceptable minimum number of identified LNs to secure a correct LN status (LNS). Details as to the most appropriate grossing technique for LN detection are, however, largely lacking. In this paper the influence of the time invested by the pathologist in the pursuit of LN is investigated. The material comprised 150 CRSCs. The usual gross examination was extended by 15 minutes in an effort to identify additional LNs. Provided this careful analysis failed to produce 12 LNs and all detected LNs were benign (pNx), the specimen was re-sampled for an additional 15-minute period. Data were correlated with a baseline material comprising 100 CRSCs. The intensified search for LNs increased the average number of LNs pr. specimen from 9.1 to 14.9. The number of cases with pNx was reduced from 54% to 18%. Re-sampling performed on 25 specimens resulted in the detection of another 61 LNs in 21 cases, ranging from 1 to 8 LN pr. specimen (median 2), whereby pNx was converted to pN0 in eight cases. In another four cases, additional LNs were not detected. Re-sampling did not uncover metastatic disease. This intensified effort in the Department of Pathology resulted in a more reliable LNS.